DIRTY
HANDS
All Pointing at Each other
By:Shay Suiter
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We are so good at finding
whats wrong with everyone else
It is really easy to point out
what everyone else is doing
wrong. To point at them and
make fun of them and show the
world how messed up they are.
It’s true, everyone is imperfect
and messed up in some way.
But we seem to forget that that
includes ourselves.
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W h a t d o e s a so c ie ty look like w he re e v e ry one is wrong b u t
e v e r y o n e a lso t hin ks the y a re the o nly on e w ho i s ri gh t? W he re
w e l ov e to try to f ix e v e rone s p rob l e ms b ut o ur ow n ?

Everyone’s hands are dirty.
Everyone has made mistakes
and messed up. So what
do we do? We need to clean
hands are pristine, right? So
I’ll use my perfect hands to

I hate our society. Is this not
todays train of thought; To
see everyone around us as so
dirty and wrong and sinful all
while completely avoiding to
look down at our own hands.
To be so quick to point with

should not be gossiping. He
should not have committed
adultery. She should not have
stolen that money. He should
not have supported that.
Wow, everyone around me
is a mess. Society is a mess.

sins of others telling them to
wash their hands. How ironic
is that? How awful is that. The
spirit of the day has become a
society of dirty broken sinners
all pointing at each other with
hate and accusation. Pointing
with hands that desperately

The spirit of
the day has
become a
society of dirty
broken sinners
all pointing at
each other
with hate and
accusation.

need to be washed them
selves. Every day we
expereicene or read about or
hear about things that wrong
with other peopoe, the world,
other countries. The list could
go on forever. Why do we love
to pry and see whats wrong
with every one else? Becasue
it is a great way to distract us
from our own uncleansliness
possibly? Our society does
not like to talk about our own
elses instead. Is that the way
we want to be living?
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“

How could she ever
A recent
do that

online poll asked parents to rate the
celebrities whom they believed were the

”

Miley earned the top spot, incurring the
wrath of 68% of the 2,400 moms and dads
So how did Miley earn this special ire in
the hearts of parents? The cute innocent
Hannah Montana star, the one they were
listening to, even idolizing, just a few years
ago has been a real disappointment.
? “Hannah Montana” was one
of the most popular TV shows in Disney history, and it ended just two
years ago. A generation of girls grew up watching it; now they watch
their hero grinding on stage.This is a danger inherent in allowing our
children to get caught up in the lives of stars their age, or a little older.
Watching them “grow up” gives us a false sense of familiarity with them.
Oh, they like to hang out with their friends and try on clothes and act
goofy. Just like our kids. Miley would never do something outrageous,
we tell ourselves. As if we have any idea who this person really is.
- Naomi Schafer Riley

the other an unbounded excitement
Whenever good things happened
19 years — and now a younger
which, in his 40s, he had never
to my friend Alex, I couldn’t have
and very glamorous woman was
expected to feel again. More...The
been happier for him. An impressive
making advances to him at work.
last supper: A candle-lit meal, a
new job, the purchase of a beautiful
Hey presto, he was having an affair.
bottle of wine... then, next morning,
house in France, his adoption of an
Intoxicated by the early throes of this
divorce. An extraordinary account of
abandoned Labradoodle — these
forbidden love, he was as excited as
how one couple ended their 12-year
were among the many moments we
a child — breathless, careless and
marriage. On the couch
celebrated together
Alex has been my close friend since we worked together nearly two
with Madonna: Why is she
in a friendship which
decades ago. He is funny, generous and staunch in our friendship, and
so desperately trying to
has lasted, so far,
yet his confession that night made me question, seriously, whether I
hang on to her youth? Alex
for 16 years. But
even wanted to speak to him again.
has been my close friend
when he turned up
since we worked together
unexpectedly at my
suddenly without the moral compass
nearly two decades ago. He is
place one night, looking like the
bequeathed to him by his staunch
funny, generous and staunch in our
cat that got the cream, to share
Scots Presbyterian parents, which
friendship, and yet his confession
the far-reaching details of his new
was so unbending I used to call him
that night made me question,
relationship, I found myself wanting
‘Mr Proper’.Alex had no intention
seriously, whether I even wanted to
to slap him and eject him from my
of giving up either relationship, he
speak to him again.
front room for ever. The problem was
- Mandy Appleyard( Mail Online)
that Alex has been in a committed
but one brought him loving stability,
live-in relationship with Heather for
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people get divorced because
they are bored. This blows my

mind. Your kids are not bored
with your marriage. Your kids
need boring at home in order to
have the necessary foundation
kids are focused on creating their
own stability bouncing between
two parents then the kids can’t
while they grow up. They have
who their family is. And that’s not
fair to your kids. A job absolutely
100% cannot make you happy. A
happy family can make you happy

Everyone’s hands are dirty. Everyone has made mistakes and messed up.

“

Wrong

In case you are thinking that
divorce is normal among smart,
educated parents, you would
be wrong. The divorce rate is
plummeting among educated
women. For example, among
Asian women with a college
degree the divorce rate is one
percent. Divorce is for people
who can’t think ahead enough to
realize that the cost to the kids
is so high that it’s not worth the

and it’s possible that nothing else
really even comes close to making
a person happy. So instead of
messing up your family in order
to make yourself happy, keep
your family together and use your
job to address your boredom
problem. A fun job can make your
life more interesting. Your spouse
is not in your life to make you feel
interesting. Your spouse is there
to love you and raise your kids
with you. Don’t ask for anything
else. If you want to feel more
interesting then go do something
more interesting. And come home
for dinner. Because divorce is the

pristine, right? So I’ll use my perfect hands to wacopported that. Wow, everyone around

Actually you
would be wrong!

”

ultimate example of just running
away. And, while your kids
probably will not pull out a gun in
the school cafeteria, long-term
sadness and a lingering inability
to connect to other people is an
irrefutable result of divorce. It’s
something that you can prevent.
- Penelop Trunk blog

“Almost everything
As Dr Helen Wright says: “The descent of Western civilisation
can practically be read into every curve Is this what we want
our young people to aim for? I venture to suggest, to say that
almost everything that is wrong with Western society today
can be summed up in that one symbolic photo.

that is wrong with
Western society today can be
summed up in
that one symbolic
photo.”

I’m just going to take a moment and focus on girls here.
What’s been up with the attire? It seems like each year the
clothing looser, there’s less material, it’s more see-through,
and more sluttier. And what scares me the most is that I’m
seeing younger girls wearing inappropriate clothing like this
- Anonamous online blogger

“Saying ‘maybe later’ to children In fact, according to their study, working parents spend
needs to become a thing of the less than an hour a day giving their children one-to-one
past for parents, as the results of

attention, notching up a mere 36 minutes. We live in ever
busier times with many parents taking work home with

our survey show that the nation’s
children are well and truly fed a negative effect on the relationship they have with their
up.” children. But a whopping 86 per cent acknowledge their
It is incredibly easy
child would probably prefer to spend more time with them,
to point out what the
rather than playing alone while their parents concentrate
rest of the world is
doing worng isn’t it?

on work or household chores. - Daily Mail Reprter
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What has happened
to today’s society?

How can we have a civil

“Those who believe they are right cling to this

We seem to be separated into two groups of
notion with a religious zeal. They know they are right
thought, those who believe they are right and
and nobody can tell them anything to the contrary.
those who intellectually look at the issues and
form opinions based upon facts and evidence.
Truth has
become a rare commodity. Those who believe they are right cling
to this notion with a religious zeal. They know they are
right and nobody can tell them anything to the contrary.
Facts and evidence are “liberal ideals” which are ignored
to prove their righteousness. Anyone who believes
anything different from them are “living in a fantasy” or
are “misinformed”. Those who form their opinions upon
facts and evidence are not quite as quick to assert
they are right. They keep an open mind and their opinions are not set in stone. When proven
wrong through logic or reason, they alter their viewpoint.
But why are those
They are not righteous, but are open to civil discourse
who believe they are in their discussions. But why are those who believe
they are right know they are right? Is it because they
right know they are
are surrounding themselves with people who believe
right? Is it because
the same thing? Are they only listening to messengers
they are surrounding whom they agree with? And why the

”

ST

“

themselves with people
who believe the same
thing? Are they only
listening to messengers
whom they agree
with?”

OP

Since abortion was legalized in 1973,
there have been 50 million abortions
performed in the United States. During
World War II, 5.7 million Jews were
murdered by the Nazis. This means that
over 8 times as many babies have been
murdered in American abortion clinics
and hospitals than Jews killed in the
Holocaust I condemn no one who has had
an abortion. We have been pursuaded
and anesthetized into viewing abortion
as a necessary medical procedure - like

“

removing a wart. These 50 million
abortions were performed at every stage
of pregnancy. One type of abortion
performed in the second or third trimester
of pregnancy is called a live birth or
prostaglandin abortion. Did you know
that at 12 weeks a baby in the womb
measures 2 inches in length and starts to
make its own movements? A doctor can
hear the baby’s heartbeat and the babys
sexual organs are becoming clear.
- Jenna Pope

Society is such
a mess!

”

Where and when
excatly does all of this

objects they own mean they are more right than anyone else? Those who
nor can they substantiate their beliefs with reason or evidence. Yet they cling
to their positions without just cause. Many claim that all Muslims are evil,
Facts, evidence, or reason are not required to make these assertions, yet
these are the beliefs they cling to. - Silence Dogood

discussion over today’s issues,
among those with such
righteous views? How can we unite
as a society with
such an extreme
of a belief? What
has happened to
today’s society?
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When

I say...”I am a Christian”
I’m not shouting “I am saved”
I’m whispering “I get lost!”
“That is why I chose this way.”

“

Own up to your
own dirt

When I say...”I am a Christian”
I don’t speak of this with pride.
I’m confessing that I stumble
and need someone to be my guide.
When I say...”I am a Christian”
I’m not trying to be strong.
I’m professing that I’m weak
and pray for strength to carry on.
When I say...”I am a Christian”
I’m not bragging of success.
I’m admitting I have failed
and cannot ever pay the debt.
When I say...”I am a Christian”
I’m not claiming to be perfect,
but God believes I’m worth it.
When I say...”I am a Christian”
I still feel the sting of pain
I have my share of heartaches
which is why I seek His name.
When I say...”I am a Christian”
I do not wish to judge.
I have no authority.
I only know I’m loved.
- Carol Wimmer

Casting Crowns

I’m gonna make a
change for once in
my life
It’s gonna feel real
good gonna make a
difference
Gonna make it right
As I, turn up the collar
on my favorite winter
coat this wind is
blowing my mind
I see the kids in
the streets with not
enough to eat
Who am I to be blind?
Pretending not to see
their needs

A summer disregard,
a broken bottle top
And a one man soul
They follow each
other on the wind ya’
know
‘Cause they got
nowhere to go
That’s why I want you
to know
I’m starting with the
man in the mirror
I’m asking him to
change his ways
And no message
could have been any
clearer
If you want to make
the world a better
place
Take a look at
yourself, and then

make a change
I’ve been a victim of a
It’s time that I realize
That there are some
with no home, not a
nickel to loan
Could it be really
me, pretending that
they’re not alone?
I’m starting with the man in the
mirror, I’m asking him to change
his ways. If you want to make
the world a better place
Take a look at yourself, and
then

”

Jesus, friend of sinners
We have strayed so far away
We cut down people in Your name
We are all the least of these
But the sword was never ours to swing
Let the memory of Your mercy
Jesus, friend of sinners
Bring Your people to their knees
The truth’s become so hard to see
Nobody knows what we’re for
The world is on their way to You
Only what we’re against
But they’re tripping over me
When we judge the wounded
Always looking around but never looking up
What if we put down our signs
I’m so double minded
Crossed
A plankOh Jesus, friend of sinners open our eyes to the world at the end our over the
eyed saint
lines
with dirty
And
hands
hearts and open doors oh Jesus, friend of sinners break our hearts for
loved
And a heart
what breaks Yours. Break our heart for what breaks yours.
like You
divided
did
Oh Jesus, friend of sinners
Open our eyes to the world Oh Jesus, friend of sinners
Open our eyes to the world
Let our hearts be led by mercy
Help us reach with open hearts and open
doors
Oh Jesus, friend of sinners
Break our hearts for what breaks Yours
Jesus, friend of sinners
The One whose writing in the sand
Made the righteous turn away
And the stones fall from their hands
Help us to remember

Let our hearts be led by mercy
Help us reach with open hearts and open
doors
Oh Jesus, friend of sinners
Break our hearts for what breaks Yours

You love every lost
cause
You reach for the
outcast
For the leper and the
lame
They’re the reason that
You came
cause
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HANDS
Everyone has In this world we live everyone
can pin point everything that
made mistakes
is wrong so easily. And yes

and messed
these things may be wrong
up. So what but my goodness how do
do we do? We you even have time to pay
need to clean it this much attention to evup, we need to eryone eslse promlems. Are
- you bored? Do you need a
tis accusam
quundel mo

one. Yourself. Take a minute
and look at your self in the
mirror. Look at the dirt on
your own hands. Its there, i
am sure of it. You have dirt

on your hands, i have dirt on
mine. We all have it. And see
heres the promblem. We are
all trying to use our own dirty
hands to wach other dirty
hands. Is that even possible?
Would you go about cleaning
I sure hope not. That would
just creat more a of a mess
would it not? So go, clean
your hands. Deal with your
own dirt. Remeber that when
three pointing back.
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Did you hear
Cory hooked up with sarah
who is dating max but he
was totally cheating on her
anyways so whatever. And
dont tell anyone but he told
me hes going to break up
with her

Im sure you did good
But I actually won the entire
thing. No big deal but it was
place in every singe one. It
was pretty esay actaully, but
good try.

at all of this dirt on my hands
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Really look

Dude she is so wicked hot.
Just look at her body, she is
expect me to remember
her name, i just want a
piece of that.
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Who is he
He is so distant, so far
away. Its lfeels like he isnt
even there, like he doesnt
really care. If He did then He
would be here.

I can not handle this
Why are you still even talking, shut up and
listen to me. You are stupid and and hate
you, get out of my life.
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"Why do you look at the speck of sawdust
in your brother's eye and pay no attention to
the plank in your own eye?
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Dirty hands
can not clean other dirty hands.

Only the pure and perfect
hands of God can do that.

